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Food! Bee and PuppyCat from the popular YouTube series of the same nameÂ loveÂ to eat, well,

almost everything. Their never-ending quest for their next meal or snack leads them on adventures

through space and time. Make food magical with this beautifully illustrated Bee and Puppycat

cookbook of tasty recipes and cooking tips and tricks. Chock-full of delicious dishes, this book is for

beginner or experienced cooks and intergalactic temp workers alike.
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It's not just adorable, the recipes are actually ones I look forward to trying! (â‘…â—  â—¡

â— )â™¡Divided into sections - 'Food', 'Food to go with Food', 'Sweet Food for after food', and 'Not

Food'.There are even instructions on how to create an Onigiri Puppycat! \( â—  â—¡ â— )/I think it

would make a great gift for someone you know is a fan of the show.I did not receive this item free of

charge, or at a discounted price, in exchange for a review. I paid for this item with my very own

husband's money. (à¹‘â•›á´—â•›à¹‘)

This is an adorable cookbook! Recipes are varied and seem within the abilities of most beginning

cooks. This would be fun to use in teaching kids how to work some magic in the kitchen. Have

already found a couple of recipes I will be making in the next couple of days!

Don't get me wrong, I love me some Bee and Puppycat but Many of the recipes didn't feel truly like



Bee and Puppycat recipes but the art was good and I would make many of these recipes. I hoped

they would have better desserts since the desserts she draws are AMAZING, but I mean, chocolate

cherry tomatoes? which was described as "edible and somewhat tasty" which doesn't really entice

me to want to make it. I enjoyed it overall but was a bit disappointed by some of the content, and

although they did have substitutes for some of the hard to find ingredients, other recipes did not.

one of the recipes required a Taiyaki pan which isn't very common in the US. Most entries were by

fans and a few by people that worked on bee and Puppycat with no recipes or input by Natasha. it

would have been a nice touch to add input from the characters or even adding stories like "Deckard

had made me this awesome dish for me and Puppycat last week..." or if they had tried to make

recipes from what they have shown on the show and in the comics like those burgers from food

farmer. It was nice however to get recipes with eggplants as well as cardamom. I enjoyed the

Puppycat ongiri, maybe they could have added more character-themed food like a dessert with a

pink icing or fondant bow on it or making a cake that looks similar to the cake on the cover (which

okay may be too complicated, maybe a cupcake version?). Expect most of the recipes to serve 4-8

people. Sorry if this is too nitpicky

This cookbook is the absolute cutest. I wasn't sure if I was going to get mostly art, or kiddie recipes,

or what - but what I got were easy to follow recipes (We did the pancakes one that night) with full

illustrations on every page.

I see I'm not the only one with page issues, thankfully mine is just one page. Still kinda disappointed

about the page because I'm weird about imperfections like this..

My cookbook arrived looking like it was opened and laid under something heavy aka the binding is

shot. For me the cookbook loses the fun of buying this expensive book when theres added details

like "I made this recipe that inspired me from bee and puppycat" I'd rather it just be cute pictures

and recipes only with the fun stuff in the back. I think the price is too high for what it is. Cute

illustrations though.

The book is adorable and wonderful, but most of the pages in the copy I received were bent and

folded making a brand new book look not as great. This was meant to be a gift and I do not have the

heart to gift it in such a state. Upside, now I have a copy, down side it looks janky.
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